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Endeah was born, raised, and resides in Southeast 
Michigan. Earning her B.A. from Grand Valley State 
University, Endeah has a successful 15 year career 
in the automotive industry. Much of Endeah's time 
is spent discovering life through the lens of her 

beautiful daughter's eyes, which inspires her 
books. When Endeah isn’t on the go, you will 

meditating or enjoying nature. 
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SPEAKING
TOPICS

“My daughter... stayed so 
engaged... wondering what 
would happen next and 
excited saying what she could 
see on the page.”
         Ebony Fleming | 

     

“This book will simultaneously encourage 
your child to visit the wonders of their 
imagination and help instill a love of the 
nature around them.”      Marcus Barber | 

     

The Importance 
of Imagination.

Inspiring Dreams.

MORE FROM ENDEAH 

“....remind us to dream wildly and freely, 
and enjoy our experiences even when 
others don’t understand or share them. ”
You K | 

     
 

2023 Bookfest Award Winner 
Family, Children’s Action & Adventure

Hardcover | Paperback | Activity and Coloring Book | E-book
Purchase direct from HRP as a single book, gift, classroom package or 
commerical orders. Buy now from : www.hundredfoldreturnpublishing.com

The Magical Shell is an award winning fun and enchanting 
storybook. Perfect for young readers with curious little 
minds and big imaginations. This captivating children’s 
book will transport kids into a magical world under the sea. 
This book follows a young boy, Johnny, who is known for 
his big imagination and fun adventures. On family beach 
day he discovers a large shell buried deep in the sand. He 
decides to look inside and whoosh!! He �nds himself 
spiraling deep into the ocean and mingling with all the 
creatures under the sea. With beautiful illustrations, great 
educational facts, and the alluring mysteries of the shell, 
this book is sure to capture the hearts of readers 
everywhere. 

most likely �nd her listening to audio books, 

New adventures are on the way soon from the 
award winning “Magical” series. Endeah is also in the 
process of publishing a series of new exhilirating 
stories in gratitude, faith and learning.  Viewing the 
world from the minds of little readers bringing the 
fun all around us to life. 


